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1. Articles submitted for publication in JBES are subject to a preliminary assessment by the
Editor-in-Chief and then by the Subject Editor in terms of compliance with the journal
principles. Articles, which are not covered by the issues covered by the journal, which are
related to the subject of a restricted area or which are not in accordance with the journal format,
are rejected before the evaluation process is started.

2. Articles that have been submitted for publication in JBES are then sent by Subject Editors to
2 or 3 referees who are recognized in their fields. In the evaluation stages, a double-blind peer
evaluation system is used where the names of the authors and the referees were kept. If at least
two of the referees who evaluate give a positive opinion, the article is accepted for the
publication. As a result of the evaluation, if the authors who submitted articles to JBES do not
agree with the opinions of the editors and the referees, they have the right to object with the
reasons.

3. The pre-evaluation period for articles that are submitted to JBES is a maximum of 3 working
days. The evaluation period given to the referees after the pre-evaluation varies between 30 and
45 days. However, due to technical and scientific defects in the period, the duration of the
evaluation can be extended to 60 days. If the articles are accepted in line with the referee's
opinion, the corrective period for the authors is 14 days.

4. Corrected articles from the authors are made available for the publication within 1 week and
sent back to the authors for final control (Proof). After the proof process, a copyright transfer
form is signed by all the authors in the article and sent to the JBES journal as a wet signed or
scanned document. Authors who submit an article to JBES are deemed to have accepted the
conditions and process of the review of the journal.

5. Articles that pass the referees' evaluation process are published in the first available number
following the end of the process. There is no application and publication fee for the articles,
which will be published in the journal.
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